Recently, significant progress has been made in the field of face detection. However, despite the demand for its high accuracy and recall rate, the efficiency of face detection algorithm is another key factor in evaluating its performance, which puts forward serious challenges to current models. To boost up the efficiency of face recognition, in this paper, we propose a lightweight rapid framework, called LRNet, which has fewer convolutional layers and a higher efficiency. In particular, our framework is consist of two major modules. One is the Feature Map Fast Shrink Module (FMFSM), which leads to a fast reduction in the size of feature maps and time consumed for detection by using Two Information Flow Block (TIFB). Another module, namely Variable Scale Face Detection Module (VSFDM), is consist of the Retinal Receptive Field Block (RRFB) and designed to prevent a single or composite feature map from undertaking too much tasks. In addition, we propose a new anchor strategy that considers not only the density of anchors with different scales but also the position and central symmetry of the features. Our proposed LRNet achieves high accuracy and efficiency on the challenging FDDB dataset for face detection. When the number of false positives is 2000, its True Positive Rate (TPR) under discrete and continuous scores can achieve 0.951 and 0.725 respectively. When running on GTX 1080Ti, given images with a resolution of 1024×1024, the average time consumed for detection is merely 8.88 ms.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, current face detection algorithms, especially convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have made satisfactory advances, as the True Positive Rate on FDDB [1] dataset is reaching its saturation. Nevertheless, as the architecture of CNNs becomes increasingly complex, there is a crucial research problem arising: the time needed for detection can be too long due to the use of multiply convolutional layers.
Many recent researchs have dealt with this or related problems. VJ model [2] and other traditional models based on Deformable Part Models (DPM) can perform tasks in real time, but only with the help of artificial descriptors and tradition machine learning methods. However, as the artificial descriptors are relatively few in number and poor in self-adaption ability, CNN-based feature extractor generally The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Guitao Cao .
gives out a better performance. In addition, the learning algorithm based on CNNs has an ability of fitting decision surfaces of any shape, which is not possessed by traditional ones. Out of these 2 reasons, traditional face detection models usually have a poor performance. Faster-RCNN [3] , CMS-RCNN [4] , HR [5] , SSH [6] and other CNN-based two-stage or one-stage algorithms, with the help of deep convolutional networks such as VGGNet [7] and ResNet [8] , achieve superior performance. Nevertheless, due to a surplus of convolutional layers, the speed of detection slows down greatly.
MTCNN [9] is a typical model in multi-stage face detection algorithm, with a relatively high TPR and a real-time speed. However, it has a common drawback which is inherent in all the multi-stage models. The implementation of MTCNN requires P-Net to produce numerous proposals before using R-Net to eliminate a large portion of them. Then the refined data is sent into O-Net to generate the final result. Though the 3 independent networks themselves have few convolutional layers, R-Net and O-Net need to address images cut out by P-Net, which are prone to overlap one another. This is obviously a waste of time, and for images of the same resolution, the time consumed for MTCNN [9] to detect depends on the number of faces in images.
In this paper, inspired by Residual Learning Block [8] and Dense Block [10] , we propose a new Two Information Flow Block (TIFB) and use it to build a Feature Map Fast Shrink Module (FMFSM); inspired by Inception [11] and Receptive Field Block [12] (RFB), a new Retinal Receptive Field Block (RRFB) and use it to build a Variable Scale Face Detection Module (VSFDM). Based on these 2 newly proposed module, we present a variable scale Lightweight Rapid face detection network (LRNet). This proposed network has fewer convolution layers and it needs only one forward propagation for one image, effectively address the above 2 problems.
In addition, another problem of selecting anchors has arouse. FaceBoxes [13] proposed the density of anchors in order to solve the imbalance in density between anchors of different size, and therefore present a strategy of choosing anchors, which are referred as Strategy F (see Fig.11 (a)). However, when using Strategy F, the anchors generated is not located in the center of grids, which has a negative effect on the location and overall performance. In this paper, we improve Strategy F by setting an anchor manually when necessary, which we refer as Strategy M (see Fig.11 (b)), and apply it on specific feature maps.
We conduct a series of contrast experiments on FDDB dataset to prove the effectiveness of our method. We show that:
• Our LRNet has a distinct higher TPR under both discrete and continuous scores, compared with its counterpart nets which have VSFDM or FMFSM removed;
• Our LRNet has a considerable higher Frame Per Second (FPS) than 6 selected typical architectures of CNNs, namely CascadeCNN [14] , FacenessNet [15] , MTCNN [9] , FaceBoxes [13] , SFD [16] and DSFD [17] ;
• Our modified Strategy M has a superior performance, as its TPR is 0.5% and 0.4% higher than that of Strategy F under discrete and continuous scores respectively. When LRNet has false positives of 2000 on FDDB [1] dataset, its TPR under discrete and continuous scores can achieve 0.951 and 0.725 respectively. When running on GTX 1080Ti, given images with a resolution of 1024×1024, the average time consumed for detection is merely 8.88 ms.
II. RELATED WORK
After CNN is proposed, it gradually turns into a top priority for the choosing of machine learning models. However, there are still several problems remaining unsolved when CNNs try to meet the efficiency and accuracy requirement. The performance of neural network is largely dependent on its depth. As the number of its layers increases, it generally performs better on all tasks. However, as the optimization of neural network relies on the Backward Propagation (BP) algorithm, a degradation problem [8] has been exposed: with the depth rising, the gradients are prone to vanish or explode in the latter layer s, which indicates that deeper network is harder to train or converge. Kaiming He [8] proposed Residual Learning Block (see Fig. 1 ), which can be helpful in constructing a deep neural network and successfully handled the degradation problem.
DenseNet [10] has pointed out that if the layers near input and output has a shorter connection between them, it is likely to be easier to train and have better performance. For example, ResNet [8] , Highway Networks [18] and Stochastic Depth [19] all have shortcut connections from the former layer to the latter layer. DenseNet generalized this empirical experience further by presenting Dense Block. For every Dense Block, it has an inner fully-connected architecture between layers. As the number of convolutional kernel decreases greatly, fewer parameters are needed and the efficiency of their utility is prominently improved. In addition, the features extracted in each layer are not only sent to the next layer, but also the other latter ones. The multiplied reuse and transmit of features gives a rise to their efficiencies.
As the depth of neural network increases, there exists an exponential rise in the amount of computation. To deal with this problem, researchers in Google proposed a new architecture called Inception [11] . Up to now, Inception structure has already updated to the fourth version. Here we would mainly discuss the Inception v1.
Inception v1 has four branches (see Fig. 3 ), for the left branch, it only compresses channels with an 1×1 convolutional layer; for the in-between 2 branches, both of they have an 1×1 convolutional layer in the first place, and then they use a 3×3 convolutional layer and a 5×5 convolutional layer to process feature respectively; for the right branch, first is the max-pooling layer, and it then compresses channels with an 1×1 convolutional layer. The aim of 1×1 convolutional layer is to reduce the computation and ease the follow-up feature concat. The left 3 branches with different size of kernel can acquire information on different scales, while the right one uses max-pooling layer to get more stable features. Therefore, Inception can deal with features more effectively.
Confronted with high demand for accuracy, a common way to increase mean Average Precision (mAP) is to use a more complex network with high costs in computation. Another feasible alternative is to strengthen lightweight features using additional methods.
Some findings in the field of neurology have proved that the population Receptive Field (pRF) differs on different retinas. The size of pRF is linearly dependent on the eccentric distance in the same retina. Inspired by the structure of Receptive Fields in human visual systems, RFBNet [12] proposed a novel architecture, namely Receptive Field Block (RFB) (see Fig. 4 ). RFB is consist of multiplied branches, the left three of which adopt convolution layers with different dilatation coefficient. This network enhances the feature discriminability and robustness and is able to reach a considerably good performance while keeping the real-time speed.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will describe the overall framework of our proposed approach LRNet, and give a detailed illustration of its several modules and blocks.
A. OVERALL FRAMEWORK
A brief illustration of the whole structure of our LRNet is shown in Fig. 5 . Our lightweight one-stage variable scales face detection model is consist of 2 new modules, namely Feature Map Fast Shrink Module (FMFSM) and Variable Scale Face Detection Module (VSFDM). Each of these 2 modules is based on newly presented blocks and perform different functions within the whole architecture. Given an image, we first put it into the FMFSM to reduce the size of feature map quickly, and then pass the feature map to VSFDM for further processing.
B. FEATURE MAP FAST SHRINK MODULE (FMFSM)
The reason why CMS-RCNN [4] , HR [5] , SSH [6] and other face detection algorithms generally have a slow speed is that to keep the features robust and representative, feature map usually decrease slowly in size and grows sharply in channels. In order to reduce computation and speed up detection, we propose FMFSM to impose a restriction on both the size and the number of channels, thus cutting down on inference time.
1) TWO INFORMATION FLOW BLOCK (TIFB)
Residual Learning Block [8] adds a shortcut connection, which skips over 2 convolutional layer (see Fig. 1 ); Dense Block is fully-connected between different layers (see Fig. 6 ). Inspired by these two structure, we propose TIFB (see Fig. 2 ), which can be represented as:
where F(x) is consist of convolutional layer, Batch Normalization and ReLU function. TIFB is different from Residual Learning Block, as it has only one layer on the main branch and the output y is not processed by activation function. This method is aimed at taking fully advantages of input x. Directly introducing features of low level into high level helps to get a rich and detailed feature map, as well as ease the backward propagation of gradients. When several TIFBs joints together, their function resembles Dense Block's function. Fig.7 (a) shows how 3 TIFBs can be connected and Fig.7 (b) shows its identity structure. It can be indicated that the identity structure is similar to Dense Block, which can easily convey the features form the former layers to the latter ones and benefit the utilize efficiency of features in a relatively simpler way.
2) TIFB-V
If the size of feature maps in the main branch of TIFB changes, a max-pooling layer and a convolutional layer should be added (see Fig. 8 ), which is referred as TIFB-v in order to distinguish from TIFB. The kernel size of max-pooling layer is 2×2 and its stride is 2 which can avoid the confusion of duplicate values; the kernel size of convolutional layer is 1×1. Max-pooling layer is used to get more robust features and convolutional layer is to increase channels of feature map for further fusion. This additional structure as a whole keeps the size of feature maps in added branch in line with that of the main branch and solve the problem in size matching.
3) DETAILED ARCHITECTURE OF FMFSM
FMFSW is consisted of one convolutional layer (Conv1_1) and one module named TIFB-v1_x(including TIFB-v1_2, TIFB-v1_3 and TIFB-v1_4). Conv1_1 has a kernel of 7×7, a stride of 4 and 32 output channels; the number of output channels in TIFB-v1_2, TIFB-v1_3 and TIFB-v1_4 is 64, 96 and 128 respectively. Conv1_1 chooses a relatively bigger kernel and stride to reduce size of feature maps, number of channels and computation rapidly, while TIFB-v1_x uses a smaller kernel and stride to handle features in detail and acquire more stable and smooth feature maps.
C. VARIABLE SCALE FACE DETECTION MODULE (VSFDM)
Faster-RCNN [3] , CMS-RCNN [4] and other scale invariant face detection algorithm are usually based on VGGNet [7] and ResNet [8] . The feature maps used for detection are either located at the end of convolution network themselves or combined by other feature maps at similar positions. Therefore, they are relatively limited in scales of receptive field, have a serious loss in information and fail to handle multi-scale face detection tasks [20] . To handle the problems of information inefficiency and weak invariance of scales, we proposed VSFDM to boost its scale invariance and information contained, as well as prevent single or composite feature map from undertaking too much detection tasks.
1) HUMAN NEURON STRUCTURE
The human neurons can be simplified as a structure shown in Fig. 9 , which can be represented as:
where x stands for signals from other neurons; w stands for its sensitivity to other neurons' signal; b stands for inherent property; σ stands for its activation condition. For a typical neuron, it should contain weight, bias and activation function.
2) RETINAL RECEPTIVE FIELD BLOCK (RRFB)
RFB [12] is characterized by its 3 dilated convolution layers, while Inception [11] is superior for its max-pooling layer and an 1×1 channel compression layer. Combining the advantages of RFB and Inception, we proposed RRFB, as is shown in Fig. 10 . In our RRFB, we refer to the human neuron's structure by deleting the shortcut connection, the 1×1 convolution layer and ReLU after feature concat in RFB, adding a new branch similar to the right one in Inception to acquire more robust features, and changing the 5×5 convolution layer of the third branch in RFB to two 3×3 ones which can effectively reduce parameters and increase depth. Compared with Inception, RRFB adds 3 dilated convolution layers for feature maps with a higher resolution. Our RRFB all uses 3×3 or 1×1 kernels which greatly reduces the computation. Meanwhile, taking Conv_BN_A as a base combination can accelerate the convergence and increase the nonlinearity.
3) DETAILED ARCHITECTURE OF VSFDM
VSFDM is consisted of RRFB2_x (including RRFB2_1, RRFB2_2 and RRFB2_3), Conv3_1, Conv3_2, Conv4_1, Conv4_2 and 3 convolution layers for classification and regression (see Fig. 5 ). The left branch of RRFB2_x uses a 1×1 convolution layer to compress the number of channels of feature map to 32; the middle 2 branches use 1×1 convolution layer to boost the number of channels to 32 before reducing it to 24; the right branch compresses the number of channels to 32 after passing through a pooling layer. All the branches have 32 channels at the end, which stays the same as that of the former layer after concat. As all branches compress the number of channels, this leads to a significant cut-down in computation and a considerable rise in efficiency. Because a single RRFB can acquire rich scale information, the feature map has a better receptive field scale by joint feature maps. Conv3_1, with an 1×1 kernel, is intended for linear transformation rather than changes in channels; Conv3_2 uses a 3×3 convolution layer and a stride of 2 to double the number of channels for further detection; Conv4_1 use a 1×1 kernel to halve the channels, which helps to filter unwanted information and extract effective ones, as well as cut down on computation and number of parameters; Conv4_2 has a similar function with Conv3_2. The 3 convolution layers are designed to output scores and offset for candidates before transformed into probabilities by Softmax function. Their channels are related to the corresponding layers' anchors (see III-D).
D. ANCHOR DENSIFICATION STRATEGY
As the face box is generally square, we impose 1:1 aspect ratio for the anchors (i.e. square anchor). The size of feature maps is 32×32, 16×16 and 8×8 for RRFB2_3, Conv3_2 and Conv4_2 respectively. As the former feature maps have a larger size and more detailed information, which satisfy detection of mini-face, we set the scale of anchor for RRFB2_3 layer as 32×32, 64×64 and 128×128. On the other hand, the latter feature maps have a smaller size and more general information. Therefore, we set the scale of anchor for Conv3_2 and Conv4_2 to be 256×256 and 512×512, respectively.
There is a drawback existing: Comparing with large anchors, small anchors are too sparse, which results in low recall rate of small faces. As for the image that contains both small faces and large faces, there is much more small faces. In order to eliminate this imbalance in density between anchors of different sizes, FaceBoxes [13] proposed the tiling density of anchor, which can be represented as:
where S stands for stride, I is the number of intervals, P i is the tiling interval of anchor and P S is the scale of anchor.
To densify one type of anchors n times, the number of anchors we tile for different scales is:
Based on this theory, FaceBoxes [13] present a new anchor densification strategy, which we refer as Strategy F (see Fig.11(a) ). Strategy F mitigates this problem to some extent. However, there is still another problem existing: when using Strategy F, the anchor generated is not located in the center of grid, which leads to bias in location and a decline in recall. Therefore, we improve Strategy F by only applying it on feature maps of RRFB2_3 (see Fig. 5 ) and adding an anchor at the center of grid manually when I is even, which we refer as Strategy M (see Fig. 11(b) ). For this improved strategy, the number of anchors for different scales is:
The final detailed setting of anchors is shown in Table 1 .
E. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we will illustrate details in training, including matching strategy, loss function, on-line hard sample mining, data argumentation and others.
1) MATCHING STRATEGY
During the training process, it is essential to ensure which annotated faces the anchor is in charge of. There are mainly 2 strategies:
• For each annotated face, let the anchor with the highest Intersection-over-Union (IoU) to take charge of it;
• For each anchor, let it take charge of annotated face with IoU higher than a certain threshold value. In general, the latter strategy itself can determine enough positive samples. However, the former one is still needed to avoid the situation of no positive samples. In this experiment, we set the threshold value as 0.3.
2) LOSS FUNCTION
As an algorithm aimed at face detection, LRNet is not a universal object detection algorithm. Therefore, there is no need to use complicated confidence loss function or locating loss function, such as that for SSD [21] . The classification loss function of LRNet is Softmax and the locating loss function is smooth L1 , similar to that of RPN in Faster-RCNN [3] , which can be represented as: L loc (x, l, g) = N i∈pos m∈{cx,cy,w,h}
where g is pre-set value; l and c are predictions of the coordinate and classes respectively; p = 1 stands for positive sample and p = 0 stands for negative sample; x ij = 1 represents that the ith anchor matches with the jth annotated box; N is the number of samples used for computing loss function.
3) HARD SAMPLE MINING
After the matching, most of anchors are negative samples. Even if there are enough positive samples, they are still far less than that of negative samples. To avoid this imbalance of P/N samples, the training process does not use all the negative samples. To be more specific, we first rank all the negative ones according to their classification loss, and then select samples with higher ranking. Finally, the proportion of positive-to-negative sample is 1:3.
4) DATA ARGUMENTATION
To boost the robustness of model and adapt to the different sizes of input images, all the training images are preprocessed by following steps:
• Crop from the whole image. Images which are randomly cropped from the original one have a IoU of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 or 0.9 with the annotated face respecively. Its size is 0.1 to 1 times of the original one and its aspect ratio is 0.5 to 2 times. If the center of annotated face locates in the cropped image, then keep the overlapping part of them as sample;
• Change the samples into a fixed size by scaling. In this paper, we choose the size to be 1024 × 1024;
• Rotate the images with a probability of 50% and change the brightness, contrast, saturation and hue;
• Avoid annotated faces with a size smaller than 20 × 20 in training set. An example of this process as shown in Fig. 12 .
5) OTHER DETAILS
The weight of LRNet is initialized by Xavier [22] method; the bias is initialized as zero; the regularization parameter is 0.0005; the model is trained by mini-batch SGD algorithm [23] and the momentum is 0.9. To accelerate the training process, we use four GTX 1080Ti GPUs and set the batchsize as 8. The training process in total iterates for 120,000 times, and the set of learning rate applies multistep policy: initial learning rate is 10 −3 and changes to 10 −4 and 10 −5 when iterates for 80,000 and 100,000 times respectively(i.e. γ is 0.1). LRNet is based on Caffe framework.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this paper, we evaluate our model on the FDDB dataset. FDDB dataset is widely used in face detection, containing 2045 images and 5171 annotated faces, as well as the standard of face detection evaluation and corresponding program. The input image of LRNet has a resolution of 1024 × 1024. In the inference stage, it first applies NMS [24] (with a valve 
TABLE 2. A comparison between strategy F and strategy M.
of 0.3) to candidate boxes. After that, 200 candidate boxes are reserved before boxes with a confidence less than 0.05 are illuminated.
A. COMPARISON BETWEEN ANCHOR DENSIFICATION STRATEGIES
In section III-D, we give a brief illustration of Strategy F and its improved variant, Strategy M. After that, we make a comparison of these 2 strategies by applying them on the FDDB dataset using LRNet. Their performances are shown in Table 2 . Comparing the differences between Strategy F and Strategy M, the TPR of Strategy M is 0.5% and 0.4% higher than that of Strategy F as discrete and continuous scores respectively, while the time consumed is merely 0.07ms more. This result indicates that Strategy M is indeed superior to Strategy F. If not specified, the following experiments adopt Strategy M.
B. ANALYSIS OF TIFB AND RRFB
We have proposed two new blocks, TIFB and RRFB. To better illustrate them, we conduct two sets of experiment. The detailed result is shown in Table 3 .
In the first set of experiments, we change the TIFB-v1_2, TIFB-v1_3 and TIFB-v1_4 in LRNet to 3 × 3 convolution layer with a stride of 2 and the number of channels as 64, 96 and 128 respectively. The modified network is named as LRNet_C, which shows a lower TPR and less time consumed compared with LRNet. This result shows that TIFB-v is more effective than common convolution layer, though it takes more time.
In the second set of experiments, we change the RRFB2_1, RRFB2_2 and RRFB2_3 in LRNet to Inception and RFB in turn while keeping the number of channels the same. The modified networks are named as LRNet_Inception and LRNet_RFN respectively, both of which show a lower TPR under the continuous and discrete scores compared with LRNet. The time consumed for LRNet is slightly more than that for LRNet_Inception and less than that for LRNet_RFN. Their performances indicate that RRFB is obviously better than RFB and Inception in accuracy, while Inception needs less time to infer.
C. ANALYSIS OF FMFSM AND VSFDM
To have a more intuitive understanding of the functions of FMFSM and VSFDM, in this section, we remove them in turn:
1) REMOVING VSFDM
Change the RRFB2_1, RRFB2_2 and RRFB2_3 in VSFDM to a 3×3 convolution layer with the number of channels staying 128. Then change the Conv3_1, Conv3_2 and Conv4_1, Conv4_2 to a 3 × 3 convolution layer with the number of channels staying 256. The modified network is renamed as LRNet-VSFDM.
2) REMOVING FMFSM

Based on
Step 1, change the number of channels in Conv1_1 to 64. After that, change the Conv1_3 to a 3 × 3 convolution layer with the number of channels as 128 and a stride of 2; change the TIFB-v1_2 and TIFB-v1_4 to a 3 × 3 max-pooling layer and a stride of 2. The modified network is renamed as LRNet-VSFDM-FMFSM. Table 4 gives a breakdown of the performance of different networks on FDDB dataset and Fig.13 gives a more intuitive visualization of the TPR decline resulting from the removal of VSFDM and FMFSM.
3) RESULTS OF CONTRAST EXPERIMENTS
By getting rid of VSFDM and FMFSM in turn, we can see that the TPR declines rapidly under both the continuous and discrete scores. It can be inferred from the result that these 2 modules are of significance in face detection.
D. COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
In this section, we compare LRNet with representative algorithms proposed in recent 5 years, namely CascadeCNN, FacenessNet, MTCNN, FaceBoxes, SFD and DSFD. The reason for choosing them is as follows:
• They are based on convolution neural network; • They are representative in different genres; • They achieve high performance on FDDB dataset; • They take both the TPR and the time into consideration. The detailed results of TPR using these methods are shown in Fig. 14 and Table 5 , where the TPR of CascadeCNN, FacenessNet, MTCNN, SFD and DSFD is collected from FDDB's website, and that of FacenessNet is obtained by repeating the original network.
From Table 5 we can see that LRNet has a higher TPR and FPS as both continuous and discrete scores than FacenessNet, CascadeCNN and MTCNN; a higher TPR and a lower FPS compared with FaceBoxes; a slightly lower TPR and a significantly higher FPS in comparison to SFD and DSFD. It can be inferred that our LRNet has reach a relatively advanced state in terms of both speed and accuracy (some results as Fig. 15 shows).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a lightweight rapid framework, called LRNet, which mainly consists two new modules, namely FMFSM and VSFDM. Each of these two modules is based on TIFB and RRFB respectively. TIFB aims to rapidly reduce the size of feature maps, as well as increase efficiency of features and avoid exploding gradients, while RRFB can process features further to increase variety and robustness of feature maps. In addition, we proposed a refined anchor strategy, which effectively improves precision and recall rate of face detection; a hard sample mining strategy, which aims to make a balance between the number of positive samples and negative ones. By conducting a series of contrast experiment, the result demonstrated the superiority of FMFSM and VSFDM compared with other modules. Therefore, though our LRNet has fewer convolutional layers with smaller kernels, the experiment result has proved that our methods reduce time needed for inference effectively while keep the TPR at a relatively high level. We plan to apply some of these methods in other fields such as person re-identification (ReID). SHAOQI HOU received the bachelor's degree from the School of Science, Qingdao University of Technology, in 2017. His previous work focused on mathematical modeling and its applications. In 2018, he was recommended for further studying with the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China. His current research interests mainly include computer vision, deep learning, and transfer learning. GUANGQIANG YIN is currently a Professor with the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China. His research interests include computer vision related to artificial intelligence techniques and its applications, and the computer modeling of properties of condensed matter. VOLUME 8, 2020 
